
Today, students are studying really hard to enter top 

universities. Of course, most of university students are also 

studying hard to come true their dreams and get a good job in 

actuality. As everybody knows, there is the famous saying, 

â Thereâ s no royal road to learningâ . However, some people made�� �� ��  

a shortcut and go ahead. Among some shortcuts, one of them is the 

very contributory admission system. Contributory admission system 

should not be allowed in the university. 

This system violates the right of equal opportunity for 

education. Everybody has own right to be educated. After graduating 

high school, most of university students learn much deeper than high 

school and devote time and effort to their specialties. However, 

according to their economic backgrounds, sons or daughters of the 

rich are allowed to enter university with the material method, 

ignoring the true objective and process. After all, the stereotype 

that the rich are graduates of first class universities is 

continuously handed down even now.

In computational society, this system destroys the conception 

that return is related to each of ability or we are distributed 

differently by our ability. It really frustrates people who are 

supposed to receive proper return according to their ability. Letâ s��  

assume that there is A and B students. A is a good student and 

studies hard and well usually. Student Bâ s grade is lower than A��  

and he is son of rich person. But B entered better university than A, 

using contributory system as the special case. It also violates the 



equality of opportunity and can be linked to the first argument. 

Itâ s never compensation according to the ability and true effort.��

Originally, a purpose of the contributory admission system 

corrupted and became one special method for the rich. The original 

object is to give more chances and to expand financial benefits such 

as scholarship to many students by a donation. These days, the rich 

contribute more than a billion won and acquire chance to enter. 

Itâ s just simple way for them to do so. ��


